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In particular, project management and project planning are crucial to a project. Most development projects have very complex dependencies regarding the tasks to accomplish, that less experienced project managers often underestimate. Well-defined and repeatable development processes are one building block of a successful project. Such processes ease project planning by providing a model of clear milestones, descriptions of activities to perform and document templates for writing all kinds of specifications needed in a development project. Defined and therefore repeatable processes offer the chance to incorporate the knowledge and the lessons learned of many seasoned project managers into active projects [GMPR+03] .
Since defined processes have to be reusable in different project contexts to be profitable, processes are defined as process models, which are abstractions of concrete processes. Despite this abstraction, we expect process models to be easy to use, adaptable to the needs of the specific project, and not demanding too much effort to learn. In practice however, many standardized process models have great weaknesses regarding usability [DGMR03] . An example is for instance the German V-Modell 97 ( [VM97a] , [VM97b] ), which the authors are currently modernized ([VM200x]).
Adapting and using process models is often regarded as overhead and tedious work. Process models like the V-Model are regarded as a piece of inspiring literature, which is read once by the project leader at the beginning of the project and then is usually forgotten. Improving this situation requires some kind of automation support. "Using" a process model can mean to derive an automated workflow process from a process model description. However, we believe that the benefit of enacting development processes this way is limited. Development processes have not much in common with industrial manufacturing processes, but are unique and demand creativity.
In contrast, our focus is on an iteratively adapted project plan as a process model's outcome, which is carried out "manually" by people. According to its nature, project planning is an iterative task. Effective planning requires that process models are present during the whole life cycle of the project. Every adaptation of the project plans should consider the process model. In order to increase the benefits of current process models, people involved in a project must immediately realize how a process model influences the project. Consequently, a process model must include descriptions or even formal definitions that make the coherence of the process model with a project plan obvious and straightforward.
Bridging the gap between process models and project plans by defining such models precisely seems to be beneficial. This paper is investigating the idea of deriving project plans from process models, given a specific project. Our approach focuses on describing how to derive a so-called structural project plan from a process model. A structural project plan contains instances of a process model's activities and products, and the logical dependencies between them. Instantiation can mean multiple instantiation as for example in the case of an activity "Implement Component". Time and resource planning of activities or the determination of critical path tasks for example, are not in our scope.
The type of process models considered here is intended to facilitate planning in order to make projects more predictable, as for example the German V-Modell 200x [VM200x] is supposed to do. Such process models provide more like a management view of the development process than a developers view, as opposed to others like the Rational Unified Process ([Kruchten00]), for example.
In this paper, we show the benefits and highlight some of the interesting problems of integrating process modeling and project planning. We introduce metamodeling techniques to constrain the instantiation of a process model. On this basis, we are able to introduce techniques for deriving the structural aspects of a project plan from a process model, which conforms to the process metamodel. A small, consistent example is used throughout the paper to illustrate our approach. The main focus of the paper is to show the idea and its potential in general, thus providing a basis for further research.
